The Rosenfeld Management Library at The Anderson School, long regarded as one of the best of its kind in the nation, contains 157,000 volumes; 2,800 current journals and newspapers in English and several foreign languages; 507,000 items on microfilm or microfiche; 275,000 annual reports and pamphlets; and major financial advisory services. The entire UCLA Library System's resources total over 7 million volumes and 96,000 serial titles located in the Young Research Library and 11 departmental branches. UCLA's library is ranked among the top academic research libraries in the United States.

The Rosenfeld Library has a number of electronic resources available to Anderson students both from within the library and via remote access. Databases are available on CD-ROM, via the web, and through direct online connections. These sources include bibliographic data (e.g., ABI/INFORM, Nexis) as well as non-textual data (e.g., International Financial Statistics). In addition, the UCLA Library online information system, ORION, and the University of California online system, MELVYL, are available from workstations in all campus libraries and via remote access. Several specialized journal article databases can be accessed using the MELVYL system: ABI/INFORM, the Computer Articles database, Current Contents, INSPEC, Magazine Index, MEDLINE, Newspaper Index and PsychInfo. Online catalogs of many other universities and other specialized information sources can be accessed from the library via the Internet.

Rosenfeld library also has a dynamic web site that includes a virtual tour of Rosenfeld, a list of resources arranged by discipline, course research strategies, database and Internet launch pages, extensive links to e-texts, e-journals and government web sites of interest to business, and connections to both ORION and MELVYL. The site can be accessed via the Anderson School's home page or directly at www.anderson.ucla.edu/resources/library/

The library has a number of special collections including the Robert E. Gross Collection of Rare Books in Business and Economics; the Goldsmiths' Kress Library of Economic Literature (microfilm); resources in the economic, social, business and political history of modern industrial society (microfilm); 10,000 annual reports of major U.S. and foreign corporations; a corporate history collection; the publications and personal papers of the late Dean Emeritus Neal H. Jacoby; the History of American Business Series (microfilm); and working papers from selected U.S. business schools.

Services available include interlibrary loan, consultation about library strategies and sources for the research paper and dissertation, reference inquiries via e-mail and ORION EXPRESS, the UCLA Library's document and book delivery service.